### Route Colors and Markings

**Most Comfortable**
- Multi-use paths and quiet neighborhood streets are the most pleasant places to ride, are shown in green, and are recommended for users of all ages and abilities due to lower traffic speeds and volume.
- Roads with bike lanes have a darker outline along their edges.

**Somewhat Comfortable**
- Blue lines designate roads with a moderate volume of traffic that most people with some riding experience should feel comfortable on. Riders along these routes may interact more with motor vehicles, especially at intersections.

**Least Comfortable**
- Routes that have a high volume of traffic moving at fast speed are strongly discouraged for most riders. These roads are shown in grey with a pink outline and are recommended only when there are no other alternatives as there is usually no shoulder or bike lane.

**Prohibited**
- Roads where riding a bicycle is illegal or extremely dangerous are greyed out. These include interstates and limited access highways.

### RackSpotter – Find and Share Bike Parking!

Want to see if there is a good place to lock a bike near your destination? Whether at home or on the go, check out Rackspotter.com to find (and share) bike racks near you.

### Less Comfortable
- Orange routes generally have higher traffic volumes or high traffic speeds than green or blue routes. Difficult routes are recommended for confident riders who are comfortable interacting with motor vehicles at speed. These routes usually have no bike lane or shoulder.